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One of the greatest mysteries of the brain is how it can recall particular events vividly, sometimes after many decades, whereas the bulk of day-to-day experiences are forgotten. This question has sparked a vigorous search for the memory engram, i.e., the mnemonic representations in the brain. Seminal work by Lashley (1950) suggested that the engram is widely distributed in the brain. His experiments demonstrated that progressive lesions of a rat’s brain induced similar progressive memory impairment on spatial memory tasks, but the exact location of tissue resection did not determine the extent of the deficit. Later, specific memory impairments were reported in patients with selective lesions of the hippocampus, a substructure of the medial temporal lobe (MTL). Famous studies of patients with such lesions, such as H.M. (Scoville and Milner, 1957), typically report both anterograde (deficits in forming new memories) and retrograde (deficits in retrieving old memories) amnesia specifically for episodic memories. Nonetheless, retrograde amnesia was often found to be graded: events that occurred years before the injury were still remembered, whereas more recent events were forgotten. Hence, it was proposed that the MTL, and specifically the hippocampus, is important for the initial encoding of episodic memories, but memories later become embedded in a neocortical network (Squire and Alvarez, 1995) and therefore are not affected by MTL lesions.

The dawn of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) provided neuroscientists with a tool that appeared ideally equipped to investigate the engram throughout the brain. Overall, fMRI studies examining remote autobiographical memory retrieval demonstrated activity in a widely distributed brain network, including the hippocampus (Maguire, 2001). This unexpected hippocampal activation during remote retrieval of vivid, episodically detailed memories led to the hypothesis that hippocampal activation might not necessarily be related to the age of the memory but rather to its vividness (Gilboa et al., 2004; Winocur et al., 2010).

This account suggests that the hippocampus has a persistent role in vivid retrieval of episodic autobiographical memories, whereas semantic, abstract concepts can also be retrieved independently from the MTL after consolidation. If this hypothesis is correct, the finding that features of remote memories are preserved after MTL damage can be explained if one assumes that autobiographical memories can be transformed over time, thereby losing episodic detail and becoming abstract and semanticized (Winocur et al., 2010).

Computational models conceptualize the hippocampus and the neocortex as separable systems using complementary mechanisms to learn and store information (McClelland et al., 1995). The hippocampus is thought to be a fast-learning system that rapidly stores complete events and reinstates patterns of activity in the neocortex when events are re-experienced, whereas the slow-learning neocortical system gradually stores accumulating statistical regularities and generalities across ensembles of experiences. The main nodes in this slower-learning neocortical network have been shown to include the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), and temporal cortex (Maguire, 2001).

Recent research has started to investigate the functional integration of large-scale networks during memory encoding, consolidation, and retrieval. A study by Bonnici et al. (2012) adds to these developments by using multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) techniques to decode distributed representations of both recent and remote autobiographical memories within previously defined regions of interest. Specifically, decoding was used to establish whether certain brain regions contained memory-specific information during retrieval of remote and recent events. Individual accounts of life events were obtained through an autobiographical memory interview, of which three remote (10 years old) and three recent (2–3 weeks old) events were selected and matched in terms of rated vividness.
While in the scanner, participants were cued to vividly recall these events. Subsequently, a multivariate classifier was trained to distinguish multivoxel activity patterns corresponding to either remote or recent autobiographical memories. The rationale here is that, if the retrieved memory can be decoded based on activity patterns measured in a certain brain region, then that region must represent information for at least one of the remote or recent memories. The results show that representations of both recent and remote autobiographical memories were widely distributed and could be decoded with above-chance accuracy from activity patterns in the MTL, vmPFC, RSC, and temporal cortex, respectively. Differences between remote and recent memories were observed in the vmPFC, in which decoding accuracy was significantly better for remote than for recent events. These results support a distributed model in which functional integration across hippocampus and neocortex underlie autobiographical memory retrieval. However, these results raise important questions for additional interpretation of the current data. Possible explanations for the findings of Bonnici et al. (2012) can emerge by considering a narrative of a remote autobiographical event. Imagine recalling a birthday party that you had at your house approximately 10 years ago. You might describe the interior of the house, the people that were at the party, and specific interactions between the attendees. The outline of your house likely stayed the same throughout the time you lived there, but certain elements (e.g., furniture, wall colors, etc.) changed over time. Some party attendees you still encounter on a daily basis and some have since disappeared from your life and are thus more specific features of the memory. Particular events at the party have occurred multiple times at parties throughout that period (e.g., certain games and conversations), but there are also events that are specific to that one party. When retrieving this remote event, your memory will likely consist of a mixture of a few specific, episodic MTL traces, and more general, semantic neocortical traces, given that remote memories are assumed to be more fragmented and less detailed than recent memories (Rosenbaum et al., 2012). This mixed representation is additionally proposed to arise through newly added episodic features together with fewer remaining original event-specific details and previously extracted overlapping (semantic) features of earlier events. Statistical regularities and generalities can in turn become contextualized into a more abstract (self-referential) schema, mediated by the neocortex in general and the vmPFC in particular (van Kesteren et al., 2012). In contrast, recent memories are more likely to retain a more specific episodic quality, with fewer semantic features extracted from repeated experiences.

In the study by Bonnici et al. (2012), remote memory traces might have been influenced by the vivid retrieval during the pre-study interview 1 week earlier, and this may have biased the reconstruction of the event on the basis of stored specific episodic and general semantic features. Therefore, although the authors were careful to control for vividness, it is probable that, when participants were instructed to retrieve the event as vividly as possible, they might have (perhaps even unconsciously) inserted new details or reconstructed an experience based on semantic features extracted from multiple previous events. For example, a person who was at many parties you attended, but was not at this particular party, may be inserted into the memory.

The central point here is that, by using this particular procedure, previously semanticallyized traces could be reconstructed with episodic details to vividly re-experience an episode. This would explain the similar ability to decode representations of recent and remote memories from MTL activity. Furthermore, the finding that remote memories were more accurately decoded than recent memories from activity in the vmPFC suggests that this region might represent more semantic features of a memory, as mentioned above (van Kesteren et al., 2012). Such a role for the vmPFC was briefly addressed by Bonnici et al. (2012) but was countered by the statement that all memories were equally vividly re-experienced. However, when considering coexisting but dissociable contributions of brain regions to the retrieval of an autobiographical event, as described above, partial semanticization and episodic integration with preexisting knowledge structures might provide an additional interpretation of the current data.

In summary, the results from this study contribute to our understanding of autobiographical memory consolidation by demonstrating that multiple regions contain distributed autobiographical information. A specific memory, in particular an autobiographical one, is suggested to consist of multiple features that are represented by different brain regions at the same time. Along with functional connectivity analyses, MVPA methods can be used to determine what information these different regions contribute and how they are functionally integrated. A next step would be to analyze feature dimensions of autobiographical memories, such as regularity across ensembles of events and vividness, and how events differing in terms of these dimensions can be decoded from different brain regions. This approach might ultimately disentangle and deconstruct the computational roles of multiple brain regions in autobiographical memory retrieval.
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